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Emergent order concepts

• Order: state of harmony, regularity, predictability

• Not fixed or static outcomes, but regularity of processes

• Emergence of order out of apparent chaos

• Emergence of social order out of the interactions of self-interested 
individuals

• Order without commands from a central source



Emergence and complexity

• Social systems as complex systems

• Complex systems have: agents, private knowledge, an environment, 
institutions/rules, feedback path(s)

• Combination of system-level predictable processes with unpredictable 
specific outcomes



A (selective) history

• Zhuangzi (369-286 BC): “Good order results spontaneously when 
things are let alone.”

• Bernard Mandeville, Fable of the Bees

• Scottish Enlightenment

• Austrian economics

• Complexity science



Action and design

• Every step and every movement of the multitude, 
even in what are termed enlightened ages, are made 
with equal blindness to the future; and nations 
stumble upon establishments, which are indeed the 
result of human action, but not the execution of any 
human design. [emphasis added]

• Adam Ferguson

• Essay on the History of Civil Society (1767)

• Pt. 3.2



Adam Smith, complexity theorist
By preferring the support of domestic to that of foreign 
industry, he intends only his own security; and by directing 
that industry in such a manner as its produce may be of the 
greatest value, he intends only his own gain, and he is in 
this, as in many other cases, led by an invisible hand to 
promote an end which was no part of his intention. Nor is 
it always the worse for the society that it was no part of it. 
By pursuing his own interest he frequently promotes that 
of the society more effectually than when he really intends 
to promote it. I have never known much good done by 
those who affected to trade for the public good.

Adam Smith

An Inquiry Into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations

Book IV, Chapter 2, paragraph 9



Defining features of complex 
systems

• Individual agents with self-interest and private knowledge

• Interactions among agents

• Rules governing those interactions

• Non-deterministic system-level outcomes





Self-correcting dynamics create 
complex adaptive systems: 

resilience and order





Emergent order and rules



Emergent order and planning



Emergent order
Decentralized coordination

Simple rules
Beneficial complexity
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